A Hybrid Approach of Semantic Similarity Calculation for a Content-based Recommendation of Text Documents on an E-learning Platform
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Abstract: Currently in the online learning sector, electronic monitoring of items is crucial. Maintaining effective monitoring involves targeting items to consult with users because the information amount is important. To resolve this problem, we propose an innovative recommendation system of documents which is based on the integration of its semantic indexing. In this context, we have created a semantic similarity calculation system between text documents to help their semantic recommendations. Indeed, the semantic recommendation of documents is a promising field of research, because it guarantees a quick and targeted access to information. The aim of our work is to guide learners and suggest resources on the basis of their learning experience. Our approach is to build a semantic recommendation system based on content; it is a system that allows returning from a set of documents which is relevant to a learner—that is to say, the documents that are semantically similar to a document chosen by the learner. Experimental evaluations using WordNet prove that our system improves the accuracy of the semantic recommendation text documents to learners.
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1. Introduction

Nowadays, recommendation systems have become an independent research field [1]. Indeed, with the development of Web and especially e-Learning platforms, interest in recommender systems has increased significantly. The original recommendations of the systems appeared to try to resolve the problems associated with information overload (cognitive overload) [2].

Recommender systems are tools that can provide personal recommendations or to guide users to interesting or useful resources within a large data space [3]. Recommender systems are primarily geared towards individuals who do not have enough personal experience or expertise to assess the potentially huge amount of information that a Web site can offer as an example [4].

The two basic elements that appear in every recommendation systems are the item and the user:

- Item is the general term used to denote that which the system recommends to users. To offer useful and relevant suggestions for a particular user, a recommendation system will focus on a specific type of items (for example: web pages, documents, pictures, etc.) and therefore will customize its navigation model, its interface and its technical recommendation.
- Users should be modeled in the recommendation system so that the system can exploit their profiles and preferences. Moreover, a clear and precise description of the contents is also required to obtain good results at the time of recommendations [5].

It is possible to classify the recommendation systems in different ways. In the most known categorization, there are two approaches: the recommendation based on the content and the recommendation by collaborative filtering [6] [7].

The recommendation based on content [8]: The system recommends items that are similar to those that the user has liked in the past. The similarity of the items is calculated based on the characteristics associated with the compared items. For example, if the user has positively noted a show that belongs to the comedy genre, the system can provide this kind of entertainment recommendations.
The recommendation by collaborative filtering [9]: The system asks users to evaluate resources, so they know what they like most. Then, when a recommendation is requested for the current user, the system will suggest resources that similar users have already liked. Collaborative filtering is the most popular and most widespread technique in recommender systems.

A recommendation system can be quite complicated to develop. In addition to be effective, there must be a certain number of users, have collected a good amount of information and use appropriate algorithms.

2. Related Works

In this part of the state of the art, we emphasize on the recommendation based on content, calculating the semantic similarity between text documents, by calculating similarity between the items. Systems based on semantics are a special case of content-based systems. They tend to integrate new technologies of the Semantic Web [10] in order to remedy certain shortcomings of the conventional content-based systems.

The first recommendation system has adopted a performance based on the meaning of documents to build a model of the user's interests was SiteIF [11]. This is a personal agent for a website multi-lingual. The external knowledge source involved in the process of representation is MultiWordNet [16], a multi-lingual lexical database. Each concept is automatically associated with a list of sets of synonyms (called synsets). The user profile is a semantic network in which nodes represent synsets found in the documents read by the user. During the correspondence phase, the system receives as input the representation of synsets of a document and the current user model, and outputs an estimate of the relevance of the document using the Semantic Network Value Technique [12].

ITR (ITerm Recommender) [13] is a system capable of providing recommendations in several areas of items (movies, music, books), provided that the article descriptions are available in text documents. ITR incorporates linguistic knowledge in the learning process of users’ profile. The linguistic knowledge comes exclusively from the WordNet lexical ontology [17]. The items are represented as vectors based on synsets. A vector of synsets, rather than a vector of words corresponds to a document. The user’s profile is constructed as a binary text classifier naive Bayesian [14], to categorize an item as interesting or not. It includes the synsets that prove to be more indicative of user preferences, depending on the value of the conditional probabilities estimated in the learning phase. The item-profile match is to calculate the probability that an item belongs to the class interesting, using probabilities of synsets in the user’s profile.

JUMP [15] is a system able to deliver intelligently contextual information, personalized to users. User’s needs are represented as complex queries, rather than as a user profile. Semantic analysis of documents and analysis of user needs is based on domain ontology where each concept is manually annotated using WordNetsynsets. The correspondence between the documents and the field of concepts is done automatically by the procedures that exploit lexical annotations in the domain ontology. The main interest for the language skills is emphasized by the wide use of WordNet, which is mainly used for the interpretation of the content using disambiguation. On the other hand, the previously described studies show that WordNet is not sufficient for full understanding of user interests and their contextualization. Specific knowledge of the domain and the context is necessary.

3. Content-based Recommendation System

Recommendation systems based on the content (Figure 1) are at the intersection of the fields of information retrieval systems and artificial intelligence [18]. The recommendation technique based on the contents is based on the assumption that the items with similar content will be equally appreciated [19]. This technique is based on analyzing the content of similarities between the items previously viewed by users and those who have not yet been consulted [3]. Items that can be recommended to users are represented by a set of characteristics, also called attributes, variables or properties in the literature. For example, in an application for recommending films, attributes adopted to describe a film are: actors, directors, genres, subject, etc., or in an e-learning platform adopted attributes to describe the content are: title, author, subject, etc. An item is represented in the system by means of a structured data. More formally, this structured data is a vector \( X = (x_1, x_2, \cdots, x_n) \) of \( n \) components, where each component represents an attribute.
Most content-based recommendation systems use simple research models originally used for research information, such as correspondence of keywords or the Vector Space Model (VSM) [20], and couples with basic weighted TF-IDF [21]. VSM is a spatial representation of textual records and the TF-IDF measure is a statistical measure that evaluates the significance of a word in a document or an item that is part of a collection of documents [8]. In this model, each document is represented by a n-dimensional vector, where each dimension corresponds to a term of the entire vocabulary of a collection of documents. Formally, any document is represented by a vector weight on words, or each weight indicates the degree of association between the document and the word: Let $D = \{d1, d2, \cdots, dN\}$ denoting a set of N records of corpus, and $T = \{t1, t2, \cdots, tn\}$ is the dictionary or all words in the corpus. $T$ is obtained by applying automatic processing operations of natural language (TAL) [22], tokenization [23], elimination of stop words, stemming and [18]. Figure 2 illustrates our proposed approach to extract the terms of the corpus.

Each document $d_j$ is represented by a vector in a vector space of n dimensions, $as_j = \{w1j, w2j, \cdots, wnj\}$, where $w_kj$ is the weight of the term $t_k$ in the document $d_j$ obtained with calculating TF-IDF (term Frequency-InverseDocument Frequency) [24], the $tfidf(t, A, D)$ weight of the term $t$, belonging to the corpus $D$ of document $A$ is obtained:

$$tfidf(t, A, D) = \frac{n_{t,A}}{N_A} \times \log \left( \frac{|D|}{|\{A \in D: t \in A\}|} \right)$$

Where:
- $n_{t,A}$ is the number of occurrence of $t$ in $A$ and $N_A$ the document size of $A$.
- $|D|$ : total number of documents in the corpus;
- $|\{A \in D: t \in A\}|$ : number of documents where the term $t$ appears.

This is to divide the total number of documents in the corpus $D$ by the number of documents containing the term $t$, and calculate the logarithm. The inverse document frequency (Inverse Document Frequency) is a measure of the importance of the word in the whole corpus. The TF-IDF aims to give greater weight to the least frequent words, considered more discriminating.

**4. Architecture of our system**

In this work, we propose a system for calculating the similarity between text documents. The first phase is indexing and semantic enrichment from the WordNet lexical database and after TF × IDF weighting for representing documents in the vector model. All these operations must be validated before we apply our similarity computing approach. Finally, we recommend to learners similar documents to the reference document based on the similarity values obtained (Figure 3).

We apply our approach to build a semantic recommendation system based on content. It is a system which allows searching for the documents
which are relevant to a user that are semantically similar to a document reference chosen by the learner. The semantic enrichment is a key step in this work. We introduce a semantic relationship which is synonymy based on an external language resource WORDNET. The idea is to enrich the vector representation by the synonyms. We are looking for synonyms for each word of the vector representation of the document, after we investigate whether these synonyms are in the document, then if it is found we add its frequency in the vector representing the document.

5. Comparison of four similarity measures used in textual analysis

A measure of semantic similarity is a concept whereby a set of documents or terms are given a metric based on the similarity of their meaning / semantic content.

Specifically, this can be achieved by defining a topological similarity, for example, using ontologies for defining a distance between the words, or by defining a statistical similarity, for example the vector space model to correlate the terms and contexts from an appropriate text corpus.

Word similarity approaches based on knowledge is based on a semantic network of words, such as WordNet. Given two words, their similarity can be estimated from their relative position in the hierarchy of the knowledge base. These similarity measures include: Wu and Palmer [25], Resnik [26] Jiang Conrath [27] Lin [28].

To select an approach, we try to calculate the semantic similarity between identical documents, then we choose the approach that gives good results. Table 1 shows the results.

Table 1. Comparison of different methods of calculation of similarity in terms of execution time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Time in milliseconds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Resnik</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wu and Palmer</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lin</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jiang Conrath</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From this table, it follows that the best approach is the approach of Wu and Palmer which gives the greatest similarity with a minimum running time. Based on the results of this comparison, we choose to work in our system with the Wu and Palmer method to calculate the similarity between two concepts i and j.

The returned document is sorted by a decreasing order of semantic similarity after applying a recommendation threshold to this similarity. If the value of the similarity is greater than or equal to the threshold, the recommendation system will return it. If not, the system will reject it.

6. Calculation of similarity

Since the objective is to evaluate the semantic similarity between documents, because these documents are represented by vectors (concept, weight), we use a technique to measure the similarity between weighted sets of concepts. After indexing each document, one can calculate the semantic similarity between two documents on the basis of these approaches, but this time not only between words but between documents which contains a set of words. Our approach calculates semantic similarity between two documents (d and q) with \( d = (d_1, d_2, ..., d_n) \) and \( q = (q_1, q_2, ..., q_n) \) is defined by the following formula:

\[
Sim(d, q) = \frac{\sum_i \sum_j d_i q_i \times sim(i, j)}{\sum_i \sum_j d_i q_j}
\]

Where:
- \( i \) : represents the concepts of the document \( q \).
- \( j \) : represents the concepts of the document \( d \).
- \( q_i \) : is the weight of \( i \) the concept in the document \( q \).
- \( d_j \) : is the weight of \( j \) the concept in the document \( d \).
- \( sim(i, j) \) is the semantic similarity between the two concepts \( i \) and \( j \) computed from the measurement of Wu and Palmer.

7. Experience and Evaluation

The principle of our application is to find from a collection of textual records (Corpus) documents that are semantically similar (relevant) for a document selected by the user of the application.

The quality of a system is to be measured by comparing the responses of the system with ideal responses that the user expects to receive. The more the system responses are consistent with those that the user hopes, the more the system is performing. These two measures are given by the following formulas:

The recall is the ratio between the number of selected relevant items and the total number of relevant items.

\[
recall = \frac{N_{ps}}{N_p}
\]
Precision is the ratio between the number of selected relevant items and the total number of selected items.

\[ \text{Precision} = \frac{N_{ps}}{N_s} \]

For example, the calculation of precision and recall of our recommendation system for Doc_1 and Doc_2 document is illustrated in Figure 4.

To evaluate our semantic recommendation system from the system based on Cosine similarity, one must trace the Recall / Precision Curve for both SRI in the same graph (Figure 5).

8. Conclusion

The current trend of recommendation systems is more focused on new methods, multi-criteria, multidimensional or based on psychological concepts such as emotions and opinions. Content-based recommendation systems build document classes and offer to users the items from these classes, depending on the proximity of its profile with respect to classes. In this work, we have presented the steps to build our semantic recommendation system and how to achieve its evaluation using Precision and Recall measures. We have focused on methods of semantic similarity calculation which is based on the WordNet, lexical database, and the VSM. These methods consider the descriptors and weighting extracted from our textual corpus.
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